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Options are plentiful for financing equipment purchases
‘Balloon notes,’ among
ways to match product
with business needs
By MIKE COSTANZA

N

eed new laptops, a secondhand bulldozer or an expensive machine for
your assembly line? Finding the money that your business needs for those items
can be easier than funding many other purchases.
“One thing to consider, when financing
equipment specifically, is there tends to be
more options available,” says Alan Sikora,
CEO of First American Equipment Finance.
Cash can be an option for firms that have
it on hand—if it’s used wisely.
“If you use the cash, your liquidity in the
business goes down and you might have other reasons that you would need that liquidity,” says James Barger, Rochester Market
President for KeyBank. “For example, you
might need that for working capital.”
Instead, businesses might borrow the
money they need for equipment. Vendors
sometimes offer low-cost loans to help
move their products out, particularly when
they come with hefty price tags.
“If somebody’s buying a new bulldozer,
they might want to finance the equipment
through Caterpillar Financial,” Sikora says.
“In our industry, the banks and vendors represent about 90 percent of the equipment
that’s financed.”
Bank loans can be structured a bit differently than those available from vendors.
“One of the advantages is it’s generally
more flexible in terms of payment structure,” says Loren Herod of Community
Bank N.A. As the Agricultural Banking
Team leader for the bank, Herod primarily helps New York State farmers obtain
the funds they need to run their operations.
That greater degree of freedom can allow
a lender to offer more advantageous terms
on equipment loans. KeyBank, for example,
offers “balloon notes,” which are generally taken out on large, expensive pieces of
equipment. The business taking out the note
pays back a large part—generally 10 to 20
percent—of the amount involved at the end
of the loan’s term.
“As a result, you get a lower monthly payment that’s more affordable from a
cash flow standpoint,” says David Lempko,
senior vice president for KeyBank’s Key
Equipment Finance in the Northeast.
Though the “balloon” might feel more
like a lead weight—the final payment on just
a $100,000 loan could come to $20,000—
the borrower has the option of refinancing
that amount. The firm might even use the
equipment involved to turn a profit.
“At the end, you might be able to sell it
for $40,000 and keep $20,000 of the proceeds,” Lempko explains.
Loans for equipment acquisitions might
also span different terms than those made
for other business purchases.
“You want to match your financing to the
asset,” says Kevin DiGiacomo, Canandaigua National Bank & Trust vice president.
A loan for computers, electronic tablets,
software or other items that are periodically upgraded or replaced has to be paid off
fairly soon.
“You’re probably not going to want to
finance those for seven years, because three
years in you haven’t paid off enough of that
loan to match what’s left on the useful life
of that asset,” DiGiacomo says.
Loans on factory machinery, heavy con-
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“We’ve been growing our business overall in (financing electronic equipment) in particular by 25 percent per year for the past five
years,” says Alan Sikora, CEO of First American Equipment Finance.

struction equipment and other more durable
items have much longer terms, DiGiacomo
says. Mortgages can span decades.
The applicants for equipment loans might
also need to meet different requirements
than those seeking other types of financing.
DiGiacomo asks up-front whether the machine the business wants to purchase will be
added to an existing production line.
“If this is an add-on, what’s it supporting?
Where’s the additional work coming from
that’s going to keep that machine busy and
pay for that machine?” he asks.
If the machine was intended to put out a
new line of products, DiGiacomo would try
to make sure that the company was able to
follow through on that plan.
“There’s always a learning curve with
producing something new,” he says.
At the same time, the overall application
process can be simpler than that for other
types of loans.
“Ultimately, you get into a much more
cumbersome process in financing real estate,” Herod explains. “You’re required to
get an appraisal, you’ve got to have attorneys do work and its much more extensive
than financing a piece of equipment.”
Some firms avoid borrowing for equipment altogether. According to Sikora, loans
account for only about half of First American’s equipment financing business—leases
make up the rest. Most clients that seek to
lease high-tech equipment do so in part to

avoid having obsolete goods on their hands.
“Whether its medical technology or information technology or energy technology,
they may want to lease those assets,” Sikora
says. “It gives them the benefit of staying
up-to-date on technology in their business.”
The clients pick out the equipment and
First American arranges the lease. As part of
the deal, the firm can provide a line of credit.
“A lease line of credit enables a client to
establish a sort of larger credit facility and
benefit from the economies of scale, and
then take down draws from the lease line
of credit over time,” Sikora says.
With that line of credit, the client could
lease a variety of equipment under different terms.
“They could put the computers on a
three-year term with a return option at the
end, but put the phone system on a fiveyear term and own it at the end,” he says.
Local financial institutions say parts
of the local equipment financing market
have grown in recent years. Greater numbers of manufacturing firms have come
to Canandaigua National Bank for help
with financing the purchase of inspection
equipment.
“Their clients want them to produce
parts to tighter tolerances, and they want
higher inspection levels, if not all the
parts inspected,” DiGiacomo says.
At KeyBank, where equipment financing accounts for between 25 and 40 per-

cent of all lending, parts of the market
have surged.
“This year, specifically, we’ve done
quite a bit of equipment financing into the transportation and printing industries,” Barger says.
The financing of electronic equipment—telephone systems, network infrastructure equipment, laptop computers
and the like—has driven strong growth
at First American.
“We’ve been growing our business
overall in that segment in particular by 25
percent per year for the past five years,”
Sikora says.
Though Sikora and others in the financial sector appear cautiously optimistic
about the future of the local equipment
financing market, all admit that the economy, which is still uncertain, will strongly determine how well it does in the next
few years.
Herod’s customers also need to worry
about the weather. Just since the beginning of 2015, local farms have been hit
hard by either too much rainfall or not
enough.
“In my opinion, equipment purchases
will be down for the next year or two,” he
says. “I would anticipate some improvement as the ag economy improves. We’ll
get through this downturn.”
Mike Costanza is a Rochester-area
freelance writer.

